
 
Mount Overview 

 
Several fixed and portable mounts are available for Air Max fans.   All are designed to gain the 
maximum benefit from the fan based on the application. Below are highlights of each model. 
 
All coated surfaces are power coated.   All fasteners are plated for weather resistance. Flat steel is 7 
gauge.   All tubing is 1/8-inch thick steel and either 1½ or 2 inches square.  Most models can be used 
with either the AM-16, AM-22 & AM-30.   (e.g. AM-16GP, AM-22GP, AM30GP etc.)     
 

MODEL & DESCRIPTION 
 
GP                 Goal Post Mount (yoke):  May be used on most vertical or horizontal surfaces. (low profile)    
                       Also used with all but the ST mounts as part of the assembly. 
 
WM               Wall Mount: Useful where oscillation is desired, where the fan needs to be away from the wall,                                    
                       or other vertical mounting surface. Superior versatility over GP.  (wall bracket is reversible) 
 
CHM              Chain Mount:  3 eyebolts mounted directly to fan housing for suspension mounting by chain,  
                           wire rope etc. Useful in high ceiling applications where fans need to be lowered in order to move 
                           cooler air.        
                            
CM                Ceiling Mount:  May be attached to a C, I or wood beam. Works with or without an oscillator. 
 
TB                 Truck Bay Mount:  This is a articulated arm mount that is primarily, but not exclusively, 
XTB                  used to cool and ventilate freight trailer and rail cars while being loaded or unloaded.      
 
PM                 Pole Mount: consist of three 3’ X 2” square poles.  Pole #1 is typically installed in the                                                   
                           ground on golf courses in concrete.  Pole #2 can be used to extend the height of the fan 
                           or eliminated if only two of the poles are used to put the fan at the 3’ level rather than a the 6’ level.  

            The poles are attached by 4 bolts placed through the 4” square flanges welded to the poles. Poles 1 and 3  
            have 5/8” nuts welded to them for attaching an oscillator or goal post. 

 
ST                  Stroller: Low profile portable, vertical angle adjustment, 6" hard rubber tires. 
 
PST                Pedestal Stroller: 36 or 24 inch pole mounted to round disk steel base, hard rubber 6" tires.  
                       May be used with an oscillator.  
 
HDPST          Heavy Duty Pedestal Stroller: 36 or 24 inch pole mounted to “T” frame. 10" pneumatic tires.  Superior  
                 to PST if moved frequently or if used on dirt, sand or grass. 
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